Sensitivity and Specificity of Pooled versus Individual Sera in a Human Immunodeficiency Virus Antibody Prevalence Study
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We evaluated the efficacy of testing pooled versus individual sera for the detection of human immunodeficiency virus antibody. A total of 5,000 individual specimens and 500 pools of 10 specimens each were assayed by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. There was complete agreement in human immunodeficiency virus enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay reactivity for pooled versus individual specimens. An estimated savings of 60 to 80% (labor and supplies) can be realized dependent upon pooling and assay format.

Given the national need to perform widespread population-based seroprevalence studies and the concomitant high cost of testing sera individually, it is essential that a cost-effective method of testing large numbers of specimens be developed. Ideally, the method would not compromise specificity or sensitivity. Toward this end, we set out to determine a more economical basis for screening large numbers of serum samples, particularly those from low- to moderate-risk populations. Screening pooled sera followed by testing of individual sera from antibody-positive pools could substantially reduce the effort and costs required to screen many low- to moderate-risk individuals. To our knowledge, there are no published accounts that attest to the suitability of pooled sera in the routine detection of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) antibody prevalence. Investigators have shown, however, that serum diluted 30-fold continued to demonstrate reactivity when tested for HIV antibodies in an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (10). Additional studies have found HIV antibodies in samples of pooled control sera (2, 12) and pooled immunoglobulin tested for safety concerns (5, 8). Numerous other studies attest to the extreme sensitivity and specificity of the commercially available HIV ELISAs (1, 7, 10, 11, 14), which approach 100% when these results are combined with results from supplemental assays such as the immunofluorescence assay (IFA) and/or Western blotting (WB) (1). In the present study, we evaluated the reliability and cost efficiency of testing pooled versus individual sera for the detection of HIV antibodies.

Unlinked HIV antibody assays were performed with sera routinely obtained from sexually transmitted disease clinics in Alameda County. The pool size (10-fold) was determined after making serial twofold (1:2 to 1:256) dilutions of the HIV ELISA-reactive specimens (HIV ELISA kit from E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, Del.). Pools were generated within 3 days of assay by inoculation of 50 µl of 10 randomly sampled individual specimens into a storage vial followed by thorough mixing with pooled nonreactive sera as a diluent. A total of 5,000 individual and 500 pooled specimens were then assayed.

The HIV ELISA was performed and interpreted by using the automated procedure and equipment supplied by the manufacturer (du Pont). Both the reactive threshold value (cutoff) and the recommended grey zone (0.85 × the cutoff) were used in the pooling protocol to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of pooling without modifying current procedures. For assay, 80 individual specimens, eight corresponding pools, and eight controls (four positive, two negative, and two blanks) were used in each microdilution plate.

Slides for the IFA of HIV antibodies were supplied by the Viral and Rickettsial Disease Laboratory, State of California Department of Health Services. Slide preparation and the assay have been described elsewhere (7). In addition, WB was performed and interpreted according to manufacturer’s instructions (du Pont).

Individual specimens showing repeat reactivity in the ELISA were further tested by the IFA. Only if they were reactive in the ELISA and IFA were the specimens considered positive (7, 11, 13). However, individual sera with discrepant ELISA and IFA results (reactive ELISA, nonreactive IFA) were designated as probable false-positives (FPs) and were further tested by WB to resolve the discrepancy. All probable FPs found nonreactive or indeterminate by WB were then considered FPs (1, 6, 9, 11). No further follow-up for specimens with conflicting results was possible because of the unlinked protocol.
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FIG. 1. Plot of reactivity ratios (OD/RTV ratios) for individual versus pooled specimens.
Since, in the present study, HIV ELISA of pooled sera was used as a screening procedure for HIV antibody positivity in a large, relatively low-prevalence population, pool reactivity was designated on the basis of ELISA results without further testing by the IFA or WB.

Estimates of the costs of supplies and laboratory staff time were based on our laboratory’s current costs assuming that several hundred specimens would be available for pooling and testing. Calculated cost estimates for two different pooling protocols were derived, one by assuming that each constituent specimen in reactive pools would then be individually tested and another by assuming a hypothetical protocol that would omit individual testing of constituent specimens in reactive pools.

In this study, the overall HIV antibody positivity rates were 2.08% (104 of 5,000) for individual specimens and 19% (95 of 500) for pooled specimens. This approximate 10-fold difference is consistent with pool size. Slight rate differences resulted from pools containing two (7 of 500) or three (1 of 500) reactive specimens. None of the pools contained more than three reactive specimens.

We found complete agreement in antibody reactivity in pooled versus individual sera. In addition, since pools were found to be reactive only when the individual specimens were true-positives, the pooled-serum HIV antibody screening protocol followed in this study seems justified. The detection of a few false-positives (7 of 5,000) among individual specimens was due in part to the extreme sensitivity of the HIV ELISA, as well as the stipulated cutoff value. These sensitive assay conditions have the advantage of detecting very low levels of HIV-specific antibodies. However, even low levels of cross-reacting antibodies have been shown to result in a lowered specificity (3, 4, 11).

A comparison of the reactivity ratios (specimen optical density/cutoff optical density) for reactive pooled sera with those for the corresponding individual sera demonstrated a good correlation between pooled and individual ratios, suggesting a linear relationship (Fig. 1). For pools with more than one reactive serum specimen, the average reactivity ratio was plotted. The reactivity ratio was inexplicably higher for a few pooled sera than for any individual sera within those pools. In a few other pools, an unaccountable decrease in reactivity after pooling was observed. Nevertheless, 100% agreement between pooled and individual constituent final HIV antibody test interpretations remained. Overall, the reactivity ratios for pooled sera relative to those for the corresponding individual sera ranged from a low of 0.3 to a high of 1.36.

In this study and past reports (1, 6, 9, 11), specimens with low levels of repeat reactivity in the ELISA but nonreactive in the IFA and negative or indeterminate by WB have been designated FPs. While we found several FPs among non-pooled specimens (7 of 5,000: 0.14%) having characteristically low reactivity ratios (less than 2.0), the pools containing these FP specimens were all nonreactive in the ELISA, suggesting a specificity improvement when using the HIV ELISA to screen a population with a pooled-serum protocol, but further studies are recommended. In no other cases did we find discrepancies, either FP or false-negative, in pooled versus individual sera.

Finally, we found an approximately 60 to 80% savings in labor and materials when a pooled-serum protocol was used for HIV seroprevalence monitoring (Table 1). To calculate savings estimates for each pooled-serum protocol as compared with an individual-serum protocol for our laboratory, we established a unit cost for both labor and materials for each HIV ELISA tray based on our experience with the commercial ELISA kit (du Pont). Cost savings would then be reflected by any reduction in the number of reaction trays required by each pooled-assay format. Estimated cost savings over individual testing costs were found both when using the pooling protocol of this study or when using the more abbreviated (hypothetical) pooling format mentioned above. Positive results obtained with the latter format (omitting individual testing of reactive pooled sera) could provide estimates for seroprevalence rates for unpoled sera by using statistical methods to estimate the expected numbers of pools with different multiple positive sera. Such estimation methods accounting for different positivity rates, multiple positivity within pools, and optimal pool size will be discussed elsewhere.

Pooling has been shown to be a viable method of performing seroprevalence testing on large populations. While allowing substantial cost savings without sacrificing either sensitivity or specificity, pooled-serum testing appears to be a reliable, efficient, and economical means for screening large numbers of serum samples from low- to moderate-risk populations for HIV antibody prevalence. However, it is not presently recommended for diagnostic testing or blood bank screening because of the theoretical loss of sensitivity.
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